It was a beautiful day in Scrubville™ and the Scrub Club was playing in the park. Suddenly Taki’s watches started beeping. It was a Five Finger Alert from Ship Shape!

Step 1! Wash the germs away!

Step 2! Be sure to scrub under your nails!

Step 3! Dry your hands off with a paper towel!
"We know what to do to fight the flu!" shouted Squeaks.
"Yeah! We work together and wash him down Tank's drain!" added P.T.

With that, the Scrub Clubbers turned into soaperheroes, shrunk down into their bubble ship and flew into little Jenni's hands.

"Good work Scrub Clubbers!" said Ship Shape. "The Flu and his gang are back in Sink-Sink under lock and key! Jenni Fisher's hands are clean! You saved the day!"
"All thanks to Gel-mo!" said P.T., as she gave Gel-mo a big hug.
"Sossipity-bloppity," said Gel-mo as he turned into a dancing elephant, which made the kids laugh.
Enzo’s sneaky henchmen snuck up behind the Scrub Club and took them by surprise.

“Oh no!” shouted Scruff. “Enzo and his Flu crew have Hot Shot and Chill! They’re holding their knobs still so they can’t make water!”

“How can you wash me away if you can’t make warm water?” cried The Flu, stepping out of a shadow. “You can’t! Ha ha ha ha!”

Next Gel-mo became a kangaroo and leapt into the air, landing on top of the Flu.

“What the hack?!” shouted Enzo. “I can’t move with this stuff on me. It’s like... like soap and warm water! Help!”
Instantly Ship Shape shot a package down from his satellite to the kids.

"I call him Gel-mo" explained Ship Shape. "He's made out of hand sanitizer!
When soap and water isn't available, he can help fight germs!"
"Cool!" shouted Scruff. "And look! He can change shapes!"

"Yeah! Get 'em, Gel-mo!" shouted P.T.

"Meep! Skeedlebleep! Blorp!" said Gel-mo.
"This solution is the perfect solution to our problem!" said Squeaks.